The numerical approximation of Price Reyleigh equation is considered using delay as parameter. Fist, the delay difference equation obtained by using Euler method is written as a map.According to the theories of bifurcation for discrete dynamical systems, the conditions to guarantee the existence of Hopf bifurcation for numerical approximation are given. The relations of Hopf bifurcation between the continuous and the discrete are discussed. That when the Price Reyleigh equation has Hopf bifurcations at , the numerical approximation also has Hopf bifurcations at is proved.
Introduction
In recent years, with the booming development of the economy of human society, price oscillation have raised the attention of many scholars. Many of them [8] [9] [10] have done systematic research to the price differential equation model in the market economy and have got many essential results [10] .In 1997, the literature [1] studied the price reyleigh equation model without considering the effect of finite delay. 
（0）
In which 0   , ,, a are arbitrary constants.
The literatures [1, 2] give out the current situation about the research of the price reyleigh equation (0). The literature [1] gives the main economic conclusion about the equation (0).
And the study about the kinetic properties of the Price Reyleigh Equation with Finite Delay isn't quite much.
Literature (9) discussed the stability of balance point and the existence of Hopf bifurcation using the  -D partition method of exponential polynomial. Then get the calculation formula of the stability of the Hopf bifurcation direction and periodic solution choosing k as parameter as well as give the Hopf diagram in the r   parameter plane completely, so "price has the hysteresis effect to supply, indicated by finite delay" can be concluded.
This text discussed the Hopf bifurcation in numerical approximation of the system (1) by choosing r as the bifurcation parameter, using the Euler method. The literature 10 to 13 took the lead in studying the Hopf bifurcation in numerical approximation of the finite delay Logistic equation and got satisfied results. What is called the numerical approximation is to examining whether its numerical solution can maintain the dynamic characteristic of the system while using the numerical method to achieve the discretization of system.
The existence of Hopf bifurcation for price reyleigh equation
Considering the price reyleigh equation
System (1) is equivalent to the following second-order-finite-delay system
t y t y t ax t x t y t x t r
Let xy  ，then do the time conversion t rs  ，and still note ( ), ( ) x rs y rs as ( ), ( ) x t y t , therefore equation（2）can be transformed into its equivalent system  
x t ry t y t r ax t x t y t rx t
The characteristic equation of（4）is 
（ii）The roots of equation (5) 
Hopf Bifurcation in Numerical Approximation for Price Reyleigh Equation
Using the Euler Method [12] 
, we get the numerical solution of equation (3) 
Its linear part is 
